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In recent months, I had the opportunity to obtain the book “Siber Güvenlik:
Saldırı ve Savunma Stratejileri” (Cybersecurity: Attack and Defense
Strategies) written by valuable names in the field of cyber security, Dr. Dr.
Erdal ÖZKAYA, MSc. IS. Raif SARICA and Msc. CS. Şükrü DURMAZ, as well as two
other books “The Art of Human Hacking” and “Getting Started in Cybersecurity”
written individually by Erdal ÖZKAYA, signed by the authors themselves, for
you valuable cyber security enthusiasts.

These three books, which cater to a wide range of readers from those who want
to take their first step in the cyber security world or gain extensive
knowledge about cyber attacks. I am very happy to be able to gift them to you
through a lottery. (thanks to the contributions of the valuable authors.)

I will be giving away one of these books to eight of my followers who tweets
or shares Kitap Hacker’ın En İyi Dostudur #7 :) blog post with the
@MertSARICA tag on Twitter or Mert SARICA tag on LinkedIn and deadline for
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this is December 26th, 2021 at 21:00 (UTC+3) among my connections and
followers. However, profiles that are set to private on Twitter, I would not
be able to see their tweets. So those participants would have to send me a
screenshot of their tweet via private message or email
(mert.sarica[@]gmail.com). And also, those who shares on LinkedIn must be
properly tagged with the Mert SARICA tag to be considered, because I would
not be able to aware of otherwise.

Even if you follow the raffle rules but I have not favorited your message,
please do not hesitate to remind me within 2-3 days if you are not on the
raffle list. Please make sure to clear your internet browser’s cache (or
press CTRL-F5) before checking the list before reminding me.

The raffle result will be announced on my Twitter and Linkedin accounts after
March 1st, 2020.

Raffle Rules and Notes:

One person can participate in the raffle once.1.
The raffle is open to those who began following my Twitter account before2.
February 28th, 2020.
Individuals with private Twitter profiles must send me a screenshot of their3.
tweet via email or private message.
Twitter accounts that are suspected of being fake, part of a botnet, etc.4.
will not be included in the raffle.

Note: The book raffle has concluded and the results have been announced on my
Twitter and LinkedIn accounts.
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